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PLEASE DO NOT LEAVE ANY YES/NO QUESTIONS BLANK						           
The chart below outlines specific areas assessed and identifies those areas requiring further action. Exceptions and related action items are further detailed under Sec. 1 and 2A – 2Q  of this report. 
Scope of Audit
No Follow-up  Required
Follow-up  Required
Section 1:  Quality Review on a Statistically Valid Sample of Loans
Section 2:  Eligibility and Operational Requirements Compliance
A.
General Document Custodian Data
B.
General Compliance
C.
Regulation
D.
Reporting & Organizational Structure
E.
Financial Ratings
F.
Trust Powers
G.
Insurance Coverage
H.
Physical Facilities
I.
Written Procedures for Certification & Custody
J.
Practices: Certification
K.
Practices: Custody
L.
Practices: Funding
M.
Practices: Releases
N.
Practices: Transfers
O.
Practices: Monthly Quality Control (QC)
P.
Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery
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Off-Shoring/ Outsourcing
Q.
Participants:
This report was prepared by 
By signing, 
(Officer) Printed Name:
 (Officer) Title:
.
                      certifies that the review validated all items included in the Minimum  Audit Requirements set forth in Section 19.2. of Fannie Mae’s Requirements for Document Custodians (RDC).
,  Lead Auditor on behalf of
Section 1: Quality Review on a Statistically Valid Sample of Loans
1.   Loan sample  (Note: Should not include loans re-certified as a result of servicing transfers)
b. Identified Product Types included in sample:
2.
Following full certification of loan sample:
Were any issues identified?  
a. Were the issues identified documented in Sec.1.3?
b. Were copies of the related documents obtained and attached?
c. Were the issues identified communicated to the Document Custodian for remediation?
3.
Please complete the charts for the errors identified in the loan sample:
I. Document and Data Errors Summary
Tota
l
Adjustable
Fixed
MBS
ASAP+
Loans Requested
Loans Released/Transferred Out
Loans Reviewed
Standard Document Errors
Standard Document Error Rate
Standard Data Errors
Standard Data Error Rate
Combined Document + Data Errors
Combined Error Rate
Total Loans Reviewed = Total Loans Requested – Total Loans Released/Transferred Out
Standard Document Error Rate = Standard Document Errors/Total Loans Reviewed
Standard Data Error Rate = Standard Data Errors/Total Loans Reviewed
II. List of Document Errors
Seller/Servicer Number
Pool /Contract
Fannie Mae Loan Number
Lender Loan Number
Error Description
Please attach a separate spreadsheet to list additional document errors. All exceptions must be reported using Fannie Mae loan number.
III.
List of Data Errors 
Seller/Servicer Number
Pool
/Contract
Fannie Mae Loan Number
Lender Loan Number
Error Description
Please attach a separate spreadsheet to list additional data errors. All exceptions must be reported using Fannie Mae loan number.
C
Cash
IV. List of Released Loans
Seller/Servicer Number
Pool
/Contract
Fannie Mae Loan Number
Lender Loan Number
Reason for Release
Please attach a separate spreadsheet to list additional releases. All exceptions must be reported using Fannie Mae loan number.
a.  For issues remediated prior to the conclusion of the audit, please indicate:
b. For outstanding remediation items, please indicate:
c. For identified releases, please indicate:
Copy of Form 2009 ( Request for Release/Return of Documents ) attached as evidence
Section 1: Quality Review on A Statistically Valid Sample of Loans
Section 2:  Eligibility And Operational Requirements Compliance 
A. General Document Custodian Data
2.  Review of Form 2001
3.
Does the DC have appropriate controls in place to ensure compliance with all active waivers (Document Custodian and/or Lender)?  
4.  Does the DC have outstanding issues related to its tracking of issues related to regulatory reviews, compliance reviews, self-reported operational incidents, internal audit reviews, or SLAs that have not been met?  
5. Previous audit information
6.  Did the Document Custodian provide evidence that it performed a reconciliation with its servicer(s) of  all active loans certified before October 1, 2015?  
B. General Compliance
1.
List all executed Custodial Agreements between the Document Custodian and each of its Fannie Mae Lender Customers
Please attach a separate spreadsheet to list additional executed Custodial Agreements
2.
List all applicable waivers/variances
3.
Were staff interviews performed?  
Did staff seem well-trained and knowledgeable with loan certification procedures and Fannie Mae methods?
If "No," document any exceptions noted regarding the Document Custodian's general compliance. 
(State the specific remedial requirement, including the documentation the Document Custodian must receive and the documentation the Document Custodian must 
provide to Fannie Mae to clear the exceptions)  
C. Regulation
1. Did Document Custodian provide evidence of their regulator(s)?  
4. Is the Document Custodian subject to periodic reviews performed by the primary regulator?  
If “Yes,” please indicate the frequency and date of last review:
b.
a.
Section 2:  Eligibility And Operational Requirements Compliance 
D. Reporting And  Organizational Structure
1.
Was DC organizational structure reviewed?
a. Does DC operate as a physically separate department?
b. Are duties completely segregated between lending and custodian activities?
c. Does DC maintain separate personnel, files and operations?
2.
Is this a lender or an affiliate of a lender acting as custodian for Fannie Mae?
a. If “Yes,” please indicate whether:
E. Financial Ratings
1.
Current Ranking and Ratings
a. IDC:
_______ 
eff. ___________________
    Evidence provided?  
RDC Criteria Met?  
    Evidence provided?  
RDC Criteria Met?  
    Evidence provided?  
RDC Criteria Met?  
b. KROLL:        _______    eff. ___________________
c. Moody’s:    _______     eff. ___________________
d. Alternate:  _______    eff.  ___________________
    Evidence provided?  
RDC Criteria Met?  
Are there procedures in place to monitor financial ratings?  
Document any exceptions noted during the review of DC's reporting and organizational structure
(State the specific remedial requirement, including the documentation the Document Custodian must receive and the documentation the Document Custodian must 
provide to Fannie Mae to clear the exceptions)  
Were there any exceptions noted regarding financial ratings?  
(State the specific remedial requirement, including the documentation the Document Custodian must receive and the documentation the Document Custodian must 
provide to Fannie Mae to clear the exceptions)  
Section 2:  Eligibility And Operational Requirements Compliance 
F. Trust Powers
1.
If the DC is a self/affiliated custodian, does it have an independent custody
department established and operated under the Trust Powers granted by its primary regulator?
a. If “Yes,” is evidence of Trust Powers obtained?
b. If “Yes,” is evidence of Trust Powers attached?
2.
Are there custodial officers authorized to act on behalf of the institution in a trust capacity?  
a. If “Yes,” please list:
G. Insurance Coverage
1.   Errors and Omissions (E&O) Insurance Coverage:
RDC Criteria Met?  
2.
Financial Institution Bond (FIB) Insurance Coverage:
RDC Criteria Met?  
a. Amount of Bond Coverage
b. Amount of Deductible
c. Deductible as Percentage of Face
3.
Insurance carrier rated by:
RDC Criteria Met?  
a. A.M. Best Company
Current rating: 
b. Standard and Poor’s Inc
Current rating: 
Section 2:  Eligibility And Operational Requirements Compliance 
Were there any exceptions noted regarding insurance coverage?
(State the specific remedial requirement, including the documentation the Document Custodian must receive and the documentation the Document Custodian must 
provide to Fannie Mae to clear the exceptions)  
Were there any exceptions noted regarding Trust Powers?
(State the specific remedial requirement, including the documentation the Document Custodian must receive and the documentation the Document Custodian must 
provide to Fannie Mae to clear the exceptions)  
H. Physical Facilities
1.
2.
Is vault facility in a limited access area?
3.
Is Document Custodian able to account for the control of:
a. Keys?
b. Access?
c. All external vault exits?
4.
Are there procedures in place for:
a. Granting vault access on an as-needed basis?
b. Removing vault access for employees who no longer require access?
5.
Are the documents stored in a secured location while awaiting filing?
6.
Did the review and observation confirm vault’s primary access control?  
7.
Did the review and observation confirm vault’s secondary access control?
8.
Are controls in place to prevent unauthorized access by non-Document Custodian employees to custodial facilities and
systems?  
Were the controls tested?  
Section 2:  Eligibility And Operational Requirements Compliance 
Were there any exceptions noted regarding physical facilities?  
(State the specific remedial requirement, including the documentation the Document Custodian must receive and the documentation the Document Custodian must 
provide to Fannie Mae to clear the exceptions)  
J. Written Procedures For Certification & Custody
1.
Do the written procedures meet Fannie Mae’s requirements?  
List of written procedures reviewed:
a. Receipt of documents
b. Registration into the document tracking system
c. Certification of all required data elements depending upon the requirement      of the applicable Custodial Agreement
d. Verification of all required documents
e. Process for certification and custody of Fannie Mae cash loans (if applicable)
f.  Process for certification and custody of Fannie Mae LTSC Class I and/or Class IV loans (if applicable)
g. Bailee letter processing if applicable, depending on the requirement of the applicable 
     Custodial Agreement
h. Satisfaction of prior creditor interests in Fannie Mae loans (if applicable)
i.  Process for handling missing/incorrect documents and/or data errors found during the document-to-data review (including communication, tracking, and follow-up until certification or removal)
j.  Document release practices (including execution of Form 2009)
k. Document reinstatement
l.  Servicing transfers (in and out)
m. Details regarding how vault access is controlled and secured
n. Process for moving documents within vault/file room as loans are sold to investors
o. Process for granting/removing/periodic review (at least annually) of authorized access to the document tracking system and administration of the system is controlled by the
Document Custodian
p. Notification to Fannie Mae when users of the DocCert application cease to be authorized users
q. Certification that Fannie Mae is listed in the "controller" and location fields for all eNotes (eNotes Document Custodians only)
r. Follow-up and receipt of original Form 3269 ( Balloon Loan Modifications ) and verification that the document is endorsed in blank
s. Process for monthly QC
t.  Recertification of documents
u. Process for handling rejected loan states (if Form 2017 Document Custodian)
Section 2:  Eligibility And Operational Requirements Compliance 
I. Off-Shoring/Outsourcing
1.
Did the Document Custodian complete an Off-Shoring/Outsourcing Questionnaire and was the information current?  
2.
Did the Document Custodian notify Fannie Mae of any changes to the Questionnaire?  
(State the specific remedial requirement, including the documentation the Document Custodian must receive and the documentation the Document Custodian must 
provide to Fannie Mae to clear the exceptions)  
Were there any exceptions noted regarding off-shoring/outsourcing?
K. Practices: Certification
1.
Do all certification practices meet the RDC requirements?
•
Was staff observation performed to ensure procedures are properly followed?
•
Was there an observation of any process changes or enhancements since the previous review/audit?
2.
Verify and document the certification method used by the Document Custodian if:
“As submitted” – answer Sec. a
“Pre-submission” – answer Sec. b
a. “As submitted”
• Was evidence obtained to confirm that the Document Custodian’s certification is performed against Loan Data extracted from the
Fannie Mae certification application to be used based on the applicable Custodian Agreement?  
• Was evidence obtained to show that all Fannie Mae required fixed or adjustable rate certification fields were included in the
data comparison?  
b. “Pre-submission”
• Was evidence obtained to show that the Document Custodian’s pre-submission certification is performed against Loan Data
obtained from the Fannie Mae certification application to be used based on applicable Custodial Agreement, including
the Bailee Letter name and/or the Form 2004A name if applicable?
• Were there any differences from the comparison of Lender data?
• Does evidence include all Fannie Mae required fixed or adjustable rate certification fields in the data comparison?
• Does evidence demonstrate the pre-certified loans are in Document Custodian’s possession     at the time of certification?
•
Does evidence demonstrate the Fannie Mae loan deliveries are not allocated to any other investor?  
3.
Does evidence demonstrate the Document Custodian retrieved and uploaded Fannie Mae loan number to its tracking system?  
Section 2:  Eligibility And Operational Requirements Compliance 
2.
Through staff interview and observation the following was verified:
a. The employees are familiar with the written procedures
b. The employees have access to and follow the procedures
Were there any exceptions noted regarding written procedures?
(State the specific remedial requirement, including the documentation the Document Custodian must receive and the documentation the Document Custodian must 
provide to Fannie Mae to clear the exceptions)  
10. Does the Document Custodian certify and hold loans delivered as Long Term Standby Commitment (LTSC) Class I or Class IV?   
a. If “Yes,” does the Document Custodian have a practice for communicating the certification status back to the Lender?
b. Does custodial tracking system reflect Fannie Mae as investor after funding?
11. Does the Document Custodian periodically review their practices and procedures to ensure compliance with Fannie Mae’s requirements?  
12.  If the Document Custodian certifies and holds eNotes, is Fannie Mae listed in the "controller" and "location" fields for all eNotes?
13. Does the Document Custodian have a process in place to ensure eventual receipt of the original Form 3269 Balloon Loan Modification Agreement (endorsed to blank) is received when certification was based on a certified true copy of this document? (RDC Sec. 8.5)    
Were there any exceptions noted regarding certification practices?
(State the specific remedial requirement, including the documentation the Document Custodian must receive and the documentation the Document Custodian must 
provide to Fannie Mae to clear the exceptions)  
Section 2:  Eligibility And Operational Requirements Compliance 
4.
Does evidence demonstrate the Document Custodian tracks all loans with the applicable MIN  or paper Assignment?
5.  Was evidence obtained to confirm validation of all lender data corrections in the applicable Fannie Mae       certification application and that the Document Custodian has updated its tracking system as applicable 
     to reflect the corrections?
6.  Was evidence obtained to show that Document Custodian maintains ongoing feedback and communication with lenders
 regarding outstanding items?  
7.  Are all notes endorsed in blank from lender?
8.  Does the seller use facsimile signatures on blank endorsements?  
a. If “Yes,” did the Document Custodian present the lender's corporate resolution that authorizes the use of facsimile signatures?
9.
Does the Document Custodian certify and hold Fannie Mae cash loans under Form 2003 Agreement?
a. If “Yes,” did the Document Custodian send notification of cash certification status to the Lender?
b. Does the Document Custodian maintain cash certification notifications either in hard copy or electronic form?
4.
Was the Document Custodian able to assemble the requested sample of loans?
Did the Document Custodian locate and retrieve loans successfully and timely?  
Were there any exceptions noted regarding custody practices?
(State the specific remedial requirement, including the documentation the Document Custodian must receive and the documentation the Document Custodian must 
provide to Fannie Mae to clear the exceptions)  
Section 2:  Eligibility And Operational Requirements Compliance 
L . Practices: Custody
1.
Does the Document Custodian maintain an effective tracking system to keep track of the physical location of documents and files?  
2.
Can the Document Custodian identify Fannie Mae loans by their physical location and/or through internal system identification?  
3.
Are appropriate access controls in place to protect the system from unauthorized viewing and updating?  
5.
Does Document Custodian have knowledge of or operational involvement in satisfying prior creditor interests of Fannie
Mae loans?  
If “Yes”:
a. Is there a process in place to ensure loan release prior to funding?
b. Is the process documented in a procedure?
c. Is the procedure testable?  
Were there any exceptions noted regarding funding practices?
(State the specific remedial requirement, including the documentation the Document Custodian must receive and the documentation the Document Custodian must 
provide to Fannie Mae to clear the exceptions)  
Section 2:  Eligibility And Operational Requirements Compliance 
M. Practices: Funding
1.
Are loans delivered to the Document Custodian under Bailee letters?
a. If “Yes,” is there a process in place to withhold certification until wiring instructions are validated and approved by Fannie Mae if operating under a Form 2003 or 2010 Custodial Agreement?
2.
Does the Document Custodian issue trust receipts?
a. If “Yes,” was evidence provided to confirm that loans are removed from trust receipts prior to certification?
3.
Are loans funded through a warehouse line prior to sale to Fannie Mae?
a. If “Yes,” was evidence provided that Bailee letters are submitted to Fannie Mae or was evidence provided of release of interest prior to certification, if operating under a Form 2003 or 2010 Custodial Agreement?  
4.
Are loans funded through a FHLB prior to sale to Fannie Mae?
a. If “Yes,” was evidence provided of release of interest prior to certification via Form 2004A?
O. Practices: Transfers
1.
Does Document Custodian process incoming servicing transfers?  
If “Yes,” was there evidence of:
a. Recertification completion date?
b. Began reconciliation of documents to loan trial balance within 30 days of receipt of loan data and at least some of the documents,     including a Form 2009 when a loan has been released for non-liquidation purposes ?
6.
Did the Document Custodian provide a report to Fannie Mae twice per year that identified all Mortgage Loans for which Documents have been released for non-liquidation purposes for more than 180 days? 
Were there any exceptions noted regarding certification practices?
(State the specific remedial requirement, including the documentation the Document Custodian must receive and the documentation the Document Custodian must 
provide to Fannie Mae to clear the exceptions)  
Section 2:  Eligibility And Operational Requirements Compliance 
5.
Does the Custodian have a process in place to show that documents that have been released for non-liquidation purposes (e.g., not paid in full, repurchased or liquidated as a result of foreclosure, short sale, or mortgage release) for more than 90 days are being tracked and do they provide it to Fannie Mae twice a year?  
4.
Does the Document Custodian include Form 2009 or loan manifest with the release package that is sent to the requestor?
3.
Are releases processed only when the Form 2009 is signed/dated by authorized personnel prior to submittal to Document
Custodian?  
prior to document release?
1.  Was the document release process observed? 
2.
Does the Document Custodian receive and file a Form 2009 (Request for Release of Documents) or equivalent
a. The form contained all required data elements
b. The form is maintained in:
•
Hard Copy
•
Electronic format which can be printed in suitable format upon request
N. Practices: Releases
4. Does Document Custodian follow the servicing transfer recertification procedures?  
P. Practices: Monthly QC
1.
Did the Document Custodian have an established monthly QC process in effect since October 2012?  
2.
Does the Document Custodian perform monthly QC?  
Was there evidence to show the retention of the following documents:
a. Loan sample list including all product types to include eNotes and certifier?
b. Findings reports?
c. Review of findings by management staff?
d. Remediation evidence?
Were there any exceptions noted regarding certification practices?
(State the specific remedial requirement, including the documentation the Document Custodian must receive and the documentation the Document Custodian must 
provide to Fannie Mae to clear the exceptions)  
Section 2:  Eligibility And Operational Requirements Compliance 
3.
Does Custodian have any servicing transfer recertifications that remain open, including any for servicing transfers with
effective dates prior to the review period?  
If “Yes,” for each open recertification, provide the following information:
a. Identify the initial due date: 
b. Has the due date passed?  
2.
Were the recertification procedures documented?
If “Yes”, did the procedures include at minimum the recertification process steps listed in RDC sections 11 - 14?
Please attach a separate spreadsheet to list additional outstanding recertifications.
c. Completion of recertification within 6 months, as required by Fannie Mae?
d. Tracking system ability to indicate whether loans have been recertified, following incoming transfers?
e. All Mortgage Loans received as a result of a transfer have been reported to Fannie Mae via a "Recert Start" and "Recert Completion"     file?
Q. Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery
1.
Does the Document Custodian have written business continuity/disaster recovery plan?  
2.
Was there evidence to show that the plan:
a. Identifies critical functions, resource dependencies and emergency contacts?
b. Covers internal and external communication procedures and responsibility assignments, including a “Call Tree”  
identifying order and whom to call during an emergency?  
c. Includes provisions for off-site retention of critical systems and data files?
d. Outlines a plan for the existing documents in the vault in the event of fire, water damage or any other disaster such that there is
a need to move documents to a back-up facility or restore the documents?  
e. Includes alternate:
•
processing facilities?
•
network capabilities?
•
telecommunication capabilities?
f.
Covers restoration of facilities and backup and recovery of data processing systems?
g.
Outlines a plan in the event MERS becomes inoperable?
3.
Was evidence obtained to confirm that the business continuity/disaster recovery plan is tested annually?  
Date of last test performed:     _____________________________
Were there any exceptions noted regarding disaster recovery?
h.
Includes recovery strategies for a loss of facility, personnel, technology and third parties?
(State the specific remedial requirement, including the documentation the Document Custodian must receive and the documentation the Document Custodian must 
provide to Fannie Mae to clear the exceptions)  
Section 2:  Eligibility And Operational Requirements Compliance 
3.
Did the documented QC procedures include details on loan sample size selection?  
a. Was there evidence to show the method used for regular monthly QC sample?
b. Was there evidence to show the method used when additional sampling is required due to:
•
Identified systemic or certifier errors?
•
Overall error rate exceeding 3% for three consecutive months?
c. Can the method used to determine the sample size be summarized clearly for another user to follow?
4.
Did the Document Custodian follow the documented procedure for obtaining QC sample size in the last 12 months?
Were there any exceptions noted regarding Monthly QC practices?
(State the specific remedial requirement, including the documentation the Document Custodian must receive and the documentation the Document Custodian must 
provide to Fannie Mae to clear the exceptions)  
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